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“Q and A” Update Sheet About Upcoming Projects  

and Campaigns at SMIC Parish 

 
Why are we entering a new capital campaign? 

The Archbishop surveyed all of the pastors in 2019 to ask if parishes had needs that were too large to fund with regular stewardship 

contributions for operations.  The majority of the pastors indicated that we did have important projects to fund, which coincided with a 

similar need for major project funding on the part of the Archdiocese.  The Archbishop subsequently initiated an Archdiocesan-wide 

capital campaign for all parishes in order to fund both local parish needs as well as Archdiocesan needs that did not fit within the 

scope of the ministries typically funded with the annual Catholic Stewardship Appeal.  The Archbishop chose the name “Love One 

Another” for this new campaign. Every parish in the Archdiocese will participate in the LOA Campaign, entering in a series of 

staggered waves.  SMIC Parish will enter in “Wave One,” which runs from January of 2022 to June of 2022.   

 

Who Established the SMIC Parish Campaign goal of $788,000?  

The fundraising consultants that the Archdiocese is utilizing to help with the Love One Another Campaign conducted a parish-by-

parish giving analysis to generate specific goals for each parish as well as a total goal for the entire Archdiocese.  The SMIC parish 

goal of just over $788,000 is based on the past few years of our total parish giving history.  The total Archdiocesan campaign goal of 

$150 million is based on a combined total of all the parish goals in the Archdiocese.   

 

Explain how the LOA campaign donations are split between SMIC Parish needs and Archdiocesan needs. 

The LOA campaign will involve requests for donation commitments from parish members to be paid across five years.  The total 

amount of all the donations from each parish will be split with a portion going to the projects identified for support by the Archbishop 

(40% of the total), and a portion going to fund the projects that each parish has identified for its local campaign case statement (60% 

of the total).   The SMIC parish goal is just over $788,000, which means that we receive $470,000 of that total for our local projects.  

If we fall short of our goal, then we receive 60% of whatever the total funds turn out to be.  For example, if we only raise $500,000 

total for the LOA campaign, then SMIC parish receives $300,000 in donations.   

 

What is the SMIC portion of $470,000 going to be used for?  

The monies are designated as follows:  approximately $23,000 to our Honduras Twinning ministry; approximately $47,000 for 

cemetery needs; approximately $400,000 to upcoming facilities projects involving the rectory, church, and grounds. 

 

What are the cemeteries needs we want to help fund with LOA donations?  

Both of our cemeteries are accessed by service roads that require ongoing maintenance and upkeep. We will be attending to paving 

needs on these roads at both cemeteries in a phased approach as funding and costs allow.  LOA monies will also greatly assist in 

covering our ongoing costs of upkeep on the cemetery buildings, seasonal grounds care, and gravesite repairs. 

 

What is planned for grading and cement work adjacent to the main church?  

All of the front steps to the steeple entryways will be replaced, and the sidewalk approaches will be redesigned and replaced as well. 

As part of this same work, we will be re-grading the ground for better drainage all along the large transept and rectory side of the 

church. This will include installing drain pipes for the church foundation and roof downspouts.  All of this work will require the 

temporary removal of the existing monument to the unborn; this monument will be re-designed and replaced to match the new grades, 

pitches, and sidewalks in that area of our grounds.  

 

What is planned for the old portion of the school building?  

To maximize our use of spaces on our campus, and also to help ensure that we will adequately maintain our buildings for many years 

to come, we will be re-locating our parish staff office space from the rectory house to the old portion of the school building.  We will 

be making small structural modifications to four of the existing rooms in the oldest portion of the school so that the rooms can 

accommodate a combination of staff work/meeting space as well as instructional space for our Religious Education Program.  Planned 

adjustments include the creation of partition walls, electrical upgrades, flooring upgrades, and basic air conditioning units. Later 

phases of improvements will include replacements of doorways, windows, and entryways for better accessibility.  When completed 

there will be dedicated office space in the old school for one priest and three staff members, as well as meeting spaces and shared staff 

spaces.   

 

Is the Saint Mary’s Living History space going to continue in the old portion of the school?  

The newly restored Living History room in the old school will continue to be a beautiful space for visitors, small group meetings, and 

other simple space needs just as it is now.  We anticipate that it will gain many more regular viewers and users with the new staff 

spaces located around it. Newly updated spaces in the school include areas that will be shared by Living History activities and 

functions as well.  
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Are LOA monies going to be used for these updates to the oldest portion of the school building?  

The LOA campaign monies are not directly earmarked for these projects, and our intention is to utilize other existing funds to do this 

work.  These updates to the school are being done so that we can return the old rectory to its original use as a residence for priests.  

The rectory remodeling for a residence is one of the projects designated for the use of some LOA funds.  

 

Why should we return the old rectory to a residence for priests?  

The past several decades have witnessed the gradual evolution of thought and practice about housing for clergy in our Archdiocese.  In 

our founding days priests almost always lived on campus in a rectory.  More recently we moved through a phase wherein many priests 

moved away from their parishes, and rectories were either demolished or converted to other uses. The emerging practice and 

preference of the younger and future clergy is to again return to rectories.  In the City of West Bend there currently is no rectory 

housing space that is designated exclusively for priest residential use, and this poses a significant challenge to our future sacramental 

needs if priests assigned here do not have adequate housing.  Of the three Catholic parishes in the City, Saint Mary’s offers the most 

sensible location and opportunity for the creation of dedicated clergy housing.   

 

Why can’t the staff of the parish remain in the rectory while priests also live there?  

Our historic rectory building does not allow for adequate privacy for priests and their guests while also accommodating even a small 

parish staff.  Any attempts to make the current building into a structure that adequately meets parish staff work and meeting needs, 

while also being a suitable, private place for priests to live would be cost prohibitive.   

 

What improvements will be made to the rectory so that it can again be a residence?  

The updating of the rectory will include a total remodeling of the existing bathrooms and the kitchen.  A new HVAC system will be 

installed, along with new flooring throughout.  The attached brick garage will be converted to usable living space.  The vast majority 

of the interior wall and room configuration will remain as it is now, allowing us to keep costs down and to preserve much of its 

historical integrity.  Already planned for the rectory was a total roof replacement; this will occur once the interior remodeling is 

mostly completed.  

 

What is the timing for all of these projects?  

Our timing depends heavily upon the availability of contractors and materials and good weather in a world where these things are 

increasingly difficult to predict.  An optimal timeline would have the old school update work occurring this coming spring so that our 

staff can move to the old school in early summer.  Next summer of 2022 we also hope to move through the bulk of the excavating and 

grading work around the church.  Ideally we would work on the rectory remodeling throughout the fall of 2022.  Cemetery updates 

currently have no defined timeline and will likely heavily depend upon the schedules of all the other work on the parish grounds.   

 

What is the status of the construction work around the old school garage and on the church windows?  

The old school garage is scheduled to receive a new roof, a new brick façade, and a new concrete driveway.  Due to delays in 

contractors schedules this past fall, these projects have now been re-scheduled for this coming spring.  The church window repainting 

and protective work began late due to delays on the part of the contractor.  If our contractor is not able to finish the work before 

persistent cold weather renders it impossible, they will return in the spring.  Both of these projects are being funded with existing 

monies on-hand.  

 

Will Father Nathan be remaining in West Bend to oversee these major campaigns and projects? 

The Archbishop has been made aware of the timing of the capital campaigns and major projects that are planned for both SFC and 

SMIC parishes as they relate to the status of Father Nathan’s assignment as shared pastor.  There is a mutual desire on the part of the 

Archdiocese, and the parish leadership, and Father Nathan for his time as shared pastor to continue so that these projects can reach a 

successful completion.  He plans to remain in West Bend in order to finish all of these projects.   

  


